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Welcome and thank you for considering Avanza Residency in 
Barcelona. The Academy provides optimum opportunities to 
elite international players.

Using the innovative European program and methodologies, 
we prepare and elevate athletes for success by developing 
their mindset, on and off the pitch.

Avanza Residency Barcelona brings together technical and 
football professionals from the highest standards, providing 
the unique experiences to players in one of the most extraor-
dinary cities in Europe.

Our programs and experiences are built for our athletes to 
take full advantage of world-class programs, allowing them 
to reach the level required to play at the highest official
competition in the world.

Your football future starts here!

Diego Neira
Program Director
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Avanza Sports delivers high quality sports and educational programs that offers opportu-

nities for players to develop themselves as athletes and individuals. We endeavour to accompany 

them to pursue a career in football.

Avanza Sports has partnered with Hamelin-Laie, offering the ideal combination of an elite football pro-

gram and academic excellence.

ABOUT AVANZA RESIDENCY BARCELONA
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WORLDWIDE PRESENCE
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20, 000+

150+

7

5

PLAYERS TRAINED

CAMPS & CLINICS

COUNTRIES

CONTINENTS

OUR NUMBERS

 Avanza Sports has years of experiences and passion 
in helping youth excel at all levels of sport. With a 
direct presence in numerous countries and continents 
in around the world, we are able to develop programs 
that will fit and benefit our players based on their 
specific needs. 

Our goal is to use modern and European training 

methodology reinforced by the excellence of the local 

athlete to develop them both as players and people. 

We prepare them to have a complete understanding of 

the game through a philosophy that always exalts the 

team above the individual; The collective game.
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Avanza Residency Barcelona puts a 
special focus on players’ development.

AVANZA PHILOSOPHY

Training programs are individualized with 

the objective of reaching player’s potential 

and growing their natural talent. Our goal 

is to ensure that all players return to their 

home countries with the highest level of 

football skills they can achieve.

By combining modern and European training 
methodologies, we develop players through 
a philosophy that always emphasizes the 
team: the collective game.
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RESIDENCY
STAFF



Our UEFA Pro Licensed Sporting Director, 

Jordi Solleone is leading a team of accred-

ited sports professionals: coaches, sports 

scientists, health and wellness professionals.

Jordi has an extensive career in coaching 

soccer. He previously worked with Futbol 

Club Barcelona (FCBarcelona) for five years, 

working his way up from head coach to the 

Technical Director position in the Barca 

Academy system, leading the Barca Acade-

my Dubai. 

TECHNICAL DIRECTION
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Our Avanza Residency Barcelona staff are com-

mitted to maintaining the highest standards of 

care with the players, both on and off the field. 

Our management team are always available to 

both the players and families at all times. They 

are dedicated to ensuring that all daily activities 

are running as smooth as possible, with the 

players satisfaction and Academy goals in mind.

MANAGEMENT DIRECTION
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A team of multilingual and dedicated faculty ensure 

a high level of academic instruction. Our athletes 

will be studying under the mentorship of Marc Andreu, 

the Pedagogical Director. Marc is available to 

students and families at all times. 

PEDAGOGICAL DIRECTION

Highly skilled staff facilitating a truly
exceptional experience for each student.
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Hamelin Laie International School is a private institu-

tion started in 1989 that is wholly dedicated to infant, 

primary and secondary education. The mission of the 

IB programmes is to contribute toward the development 

of students’ intellectual, personal, emotional and social 

skills that are essential to live, learn and work in an in-

creasingly globalized world.

HAMELIN-LAIE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL BARCELONA

Just 15 minutes from Barcelona, Hamelin-Laie
is proud of its educational excellence.

The school boasts state of the art facilities:

• A football turf field.
• Other multipurpose courts.
• Audio-visual rooms, equipped classrooms      

and study areas
• Theatres
• Fully equipped residence with individual     

rooms and private bathrooms.
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AVANZA RESIDENCY PROGRAM

• Unique and symbolic

• Shared ideology yet adaptive 

• Team as the protagonist with the ball 

• Fluid, dynamic and offensive

• Collective and team mindset

• Educator 

• Holistic approach to player development

• Observant and reflective 

• Positive and constructive 

• Player-centered approach

• Driven by decision-making 

• Individualized training programs

• Incorporating all phases and aspects of the game

• Optimized coach/player ratio to focus on the individual

• Respect: sportsmanship for all involved

• Team spirit: on and off the field

• Unity: building strength through diversity 

• Ambitious: driven by the values of the game

STYLE OF PLAY COACH INTERVENTION

TRAINING 
METHODOLOGY

VALUES
THROUGH SPORTS
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THE ACADEMY

SPORTS SCIENCE

EVENTS

CAREER COUNSELLING

The football program is based on an academy 
structure; giving access to team practices,

weekly competitions, and analytics.

Our Sports Scientist ensures that the players 
always have access to optimum health, 

nutrition, mental and physical support to
perform at their highest.

The residency players will experience an immersive 

football experience with national and international 

tournaments, games, clinics and travels.

Thanks to the global Avanza Sports network, 
players are provided with opportunities to achieve the 
career goals they aspire towards. We offer support

with professional pathways, college placement
opportunities and vocational opportunities.

ELEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM 
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Hamelin-Laie International School is an institution with more than 40 years 
of experience and recognized for its excellence in the academic world. Three 
years ago, they built a new campus with the best facilities in Barcelona region. 
Hamelin-Laie is in Montgat, a small quiet town 15 minutes away from Barcelona 
overlooking the Mediterranean Sea.

• More than 1500 students

• More than 40 nationalities

• More than 150 teachers from 15 different backgrounds

• 90% of the subjects taught in English

• Native teachers to educate in languages

• IB program and High School American program besides the Spanish international model

HAMELIN – LAIE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
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The International Baccalaureate Organization (IB) offers international programs to a 
community of prestigious schools worldwide. 

Hamelin-Laie International School is an IB School accredited to teach the IB Degree
(16-18 years old). The program prepares students to understand and grow within today’s global 
context. The Program is diverse and taught in English by teachers with multiple backgrounds.

Students choose six “High Level” or “Standard Level” subjects. The program also features a common 
core to broaden students’ educational experience and encourage them to put their knowledge into 
practice.

Our strong partnership between Avanza Sports and Hamelin-Laie offers an IB Diploma plus foot-
ball, and boarding school year program ensuring great success in academics and sports.

ACADEMICS IB PROGRAM
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Hamelin-Laie International and Avanza Sports have prepared an online Academic High 
School Program. The program is adapted to the players’ needs and following a North 
American High School System. It is tailor-made for those who require a specific curricu-
lum, more suitable to their goals. 

The program gives our students the opportunity to learn multiple languages and acquire 
high school credits targeted to their professional ambitions.

A tutor and academic counsellor will accompany the student-athlete during his entire 
academic process. The academic counsellor will interview the player with his family 
and advise on which program is best suited to their need.

ACADEMICS HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM
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OUR FACILITY
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Hamelin-Laie has a brand-new residence purposely built in different modules, with
a capacity to host up to 50 students. All meals are provided and fruits and snacks are
available at all times.

• Views of the Mediterranean Sea and 5 minutes away from the beach

• Individual rooms with private bathroom, complete wardrobe, storage, desk and 
terrace

• Air conditioning

• Indoor common areas with TV, PlayStation, Computers, Foosball and other games

• Outdoor common areas with garden and sports spaces

• Weekly laundry service

• Weekly room cleaning service

• 24/7 supervision by both Avanza Sports and 6 Lemon World Staff

RESIDENCY EXPERIENCE

The Residence Features:
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RESIDENCY EXPERIENCE
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Barcelona is one of the most unique places to live in Europe. A vibrant city with a variety 
of activities, a strong cultural background, beautiful weather and the best youth football 
environment in the world. Boasting five world-class football clubs, players enjoy monthly
activities such as viewing La Liga games live, visiting Football training grounds and 
disovering cultural attractions in the city.

THE BARCELONA EXPERIENCE
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Avanza Residency Barcelona Program is designed for students and football players 
between 13 and 19 years of age.  A typical day in the program:

SEASON:  September 2020 to June 2021
HOLIDAYS: Christmas Period (Exact Dates to be Determined)

AVANZA RESIDENCY BARCELONA PROGRAM 

PROGRAM CALENDAR:

MORNING

INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE:
Technical

Coordinative
Conditioning

SCHOOL
LUNCH

AFTERNOON

SCHOOL
STUDY

SEMINARS
WORKSHOPS

EVENING:
Team Practice
Competition

AFTERNOON

DINNER
LEISURE

LIGHTS OUT

AFTERNOON

COMPETITION
FOOTBALL EVENTS
CULTURAL EVENTS
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• Airport transfer

• Full Board Accomodations

• Invidual Training Sessions

• Team Training Sessions

• Regular Competition

• Friendly Matches

• Local Tournament

• International Tournaments

• Sports Scientist Permanent                         
 Supervision

AVANZA RESIDENCY BARCELONA FEATURES 

IB PROGRAM & HS PROGRAM

• Pedagogical Counsellor   
    Permannent Supervision

• Dircetor of Football Permanent  
    Supervision

• Cultural & Sports Cultural  
    Activities

• Access to Sports Facilities 

• Football Reports

• Sports Scientist Report

• Scouting Reports

• Career Advisor

• Full Residential Experiance

• Language Courses

• 24/7 Tutor & Residence                         
 Supervision
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AVANZA RESIDENCY BARCELONA ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS

Try Out Necesscary Upon Availability Depending on Registration

• Airport transfer

• Full Board Accomodations

• Avanza Residency Uniform

• Invidual Sessions

• Team Sessions

• Friendly Matches

• Workshops

• Cultural & Sports Activities

• Basic Evoluation Report

• Transportation

• Medical Insurance

• 24/7 Adult Staff Supervision

• Airport transfer

• Full Board Accomodations

• Avanza Residency Uniform

• Invidual Sessions

• Team Sessions

• Friendly Matches

• Workshops

• Cultural & Sports Activities

• Basic Evoluation Report

• Transportation

• Medical Insurance

• 24/7 Adult Staff Supervision

• +Tournaments

• +Individual Academic Courses

1 MONTH 3 MONTHS

PRICES
FROM 5.950€ FROM 14.950€
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AVANZA RESIDENCY BARCELONA PROGRAMS

PRICES
FROM 27.950€ FROM 39.950€

• Airport transfer
• Full Board Accomodations
• Avanza Residency Uniform
• Invidual Sessions
• Team Sessions
• Friendly Matches
• Workshops
• Cultural & Sports Activities
• Basic Evoluation Report
• Transportation
• Medical Insurance
• 24/7 Adult Staff Supervision
• +Tournaments
• +League Games
• +Clinics
• +Individual Academic Courses
• +Full Evaluation Report
• +Full Academic Courses

• Airport transfer
• Full Board Accomodations
• Avanza Residency Uniform
• Invidual Sessions
• Team Sessions
• Friendly Matches
• Workshops
• Cultural & Sports Activities
• Basic Evoluation Report
• Transportation
• Medical Insurance
• 24/7 Adult Staff Supervision
• +Tournaments
• +League Games
• +Clinics
• +Individual Academic Courses
• +Full Evaluation Report
• +Full Academic Courses
• +College Placement Services

6 MONTHS FULL YEAR

Try Out Necesscary Upon Availability Depending on Registration 28



42.500€
Lump Sum Discount (6%) = 39.950€

-Installment Plan Available

*Not Included
Flights

Visa Process Related Costs
School Uniforms & Supplies

PRICES
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Avanza Residency Barcelona is tailored for players aged 13 to 19 years old who 
are willing to experience a Football High Performance program with all the bene-

fits of the prestigious IB Program in one of the best private schools in Spain.

Enjoy a magical year in Barcelona full of football, new experiences and high standard 
education within an environment optimised for the athlete’s holistic development!

Connect with us to obtain
more information (contact 
details on the next page).

Speak with the Sports Director 
to ask all the questions you 

may have about the program.

Tryouts will be conducted 
through Avanza’s interna-
tional network around the 

world.

Players will hear back from the 
Committee with a decision within 
a week of the Tryout. Confirm 
participation by submitting the 

admission deposit.

HOW TO APPLY

STEP

1
STEP

2
STEP

3
STEP

4
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For any additional information or questions, please 
don’t hesitate to reach out!

Online at www.residency.avanzasportscom

By email at info@avanzaresidency.com

CONTACT US
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Avanza Sports is the official partner of 
Avanza Residency Barcelona

Hamelin - Laie International School is 
the official academic partner of Avanza 

Residency Barcelona

Nike is the official football provider of 
Avanza Residency Barcelona

6Lemon World is the official 
accomodation of Avanza Residency 

Barcelona

Fundació Esportiva Montgat is the
official training and competition partner

MIC football tournaments are one of the 
world’s most exclusive tournaments in 

Europe

OUR PARTNERS
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